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What Massage Can Do For You
Beyond Pain Relief, Massage is Valuable for Preventive Care
Karrie Osborn 

Massage helps you maintain a healthy body.

Massage: Good
for the Mind,
Body and Soul

Office Hours and Contact

Joe Linn Massage
Joe Linn
415-497-3176
By appointment only
Hours available Monday - Saturday
Call today to schedule your massage.
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This article first appeared in the Summer 2013 issue
of
Body Sense.

Whether it is an aching back, recovery
from an injury, a case of carpal tunnel
syndrome, or a host of other debilitating
physiological conditions, there's no
doubt massage and bodywork works to
relieve pain. But once your therapist has
helped you tackle your pain, do you quit
calling? When the pain is gone, are you
gone, too?

Massage therapy is highly effective for
pain relief, but it is an amazing
preventive therapy as well. Massage helps
build and maintain a healthy body (and
mind), it combats stress, and it works to

keep the immune system strong. In
short, massage can keep on working for
you, even after the pain is gone.

MASSAGE FOR WELLNESS
If it's been a while since you booked
your last massage--because your pain is
no longer an issue or your injury is fully
rehabbed--you might want to consider
massage for preventive care.

Massage can play an important role in a
good health-care regimen. Just as you
eat healthily, exercise regularly, and take
your vitamins to ward off illness and
maintain a fit body, you should consider
making frequent massage a part of your
wellness lifestyle.

According to Benny Vaughn, a sports
massage expert in Fort Worth, Texas,
one of the benefits of consistent and
regular massage therapy is better
flexibility. "This happens because
regular and structured touch stimulus
enhances the nervous system's sensory
and spatial processing capacity," he says.
"That is, the person becomes more
aware of her body's movement in space
and becomes more aware of tightness or

pain long before it reaches a critical
point of mechanical dysfunction."

As a preventive measure, frequent
massage puts you more in tune with your
body. "The consistency of massage
therapy over time creates a cumulative
stress-reduction effect," Vaughn says.



Regular massage helps reduce stress and improve your quality of life.
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"The person becomes acutely aware of
stress within her body long before it can
create stress-driven damage."

And the more massage you receive, the
more benefits you reap. "Massage
therapists know that people who get
massage regularly demonstrate greater
improvement and notice a reduction in
pain and muscular tension, as well as an
improvement in posture," says Anne
Williams, author of
Massage Mastery: From Student to Professional
(Lippincott Williams  Wilkins, 2012).

"People regularly make a commitment
to fitness," Williams says. "People
regularly make a commitment to
changing their diet. The difference
they'd experience if they regularly made
a commitment to massage is
mind-blowing."

STRESS IS A KILLER
Stress is more than just a word we throw
around to describe the nature of our
hectic day. Today, we understand that
stress kills.

According to the Benson-Henry
Institute for Mind Body Medicine,
60-90 percent of all US medical visits
are for stress-related disorders. Chronic
pain, headaches, heart disease,
hypertension, and ulcers can all be
wrought from stress. Many would argue
that the best benefit of massage is its
ability to reduce the stress in our lives.

From the perspective of daily living,
think about the stress you felt at today's
meeting--now it's hiding in your neck.
Tomorrow that can turn into stiffness
and eventually begin to affect other parts
of your body. If you see your massage
therapist for your regular session this
week, the chances are good you won't
reach the tipping point. Think of
massage and bodywork as a way to
rebalance your body.

Noted researcher Tiffany Field and her
colleagues from the Touch Research
Institute at the University of Miami
School of Medicine report that massage
causes positive biological changes when
it comes to stress. Through the course of
more than 20 studies, these scientists
found that massage decreases cortisol (a
stress-derived hormone that negatively
affects immune function and kills our
immune cells) and increases dopamine

and serotonin (the neurotransmitters
most associated with emotional
well-being).

Add to this the research that shows
massage can lower your heart rate and
decrease your blood pressure, and you
have a mighty effective,
nonpharmacological, stress-fighting
tool that's about as natural as natural can
get.

A ONE-HOUR VACATION AND SO
MUCH MORE
You may no longer need to rehab that
knee or work the scar tissue from your
surgery, but don't forget about
everything else massage can do for you.
Massage is the entire package, helping to
heal body, mind, and spirit. Think of it
as a one-hour vacation with amazing
return on investment.

Whether it be maintaining joint

flexibility, managing blood pressure, or
enhancing immunity, massage works.
From repair to relief and from recovery
to relaxation, massage is a magnificent
piece of natural medicine you should
always have as part of your health-care
routine.

Karrie Osborn is senior editor for Body Sense.
Contact her at karrie@abmp.com.



Stretching can slow degenerative arthritis.

Managing Arthritis
Exercise and Bodywork Keep Joint Pain at Bay
 

Easing Holiday Angst
Five Stress Busters for a Joyous Season
 

The word arthritis strikes fear in the
hearts of older adults. It often signifies
aging, pain, inactivity, and disability.
However, new research shows moderate
physical exercise can actually ease
arthritis symptoms by decreasing pain
and increasing a person's likelihood of
living a normal life.

Understanding Arthritis
The most common form of arthritis--
osteoarthritis, or also known as
degenerative arthritis--affects more
than twenty million Americans.
Osteoarthritis (literally meaning
"bone-joint inflammation") is caused by
wear and tear on joint surfaces and most
frequently involves the hips, knees,
lower back, neck, and fingers. More
than half of people over sixty-five have
some evidence of osteoarthritis on
X-rays, although it doesn't always
manifest as symptoms.

Many problems arise from a sedentary
lifestyle. Joints lose flexibility and
muscles lose strength, feeding the cycle

of pain, inactivity, and more pain.

Exercise Offers Sweet Relief
Vigorous walking, swimming, and
bicycling boost the release of powerful
endorphins, the body's natural
painkillers. When done four to five days
a week, these aerobic activities improve
general cardiovascular health and aid in
weight management (obesity is the single
biggest risk factor for osteoarthritis).

Strengthening and stretching exercises
targeted at maintaining joint flexibility
and muscle strength--especially for
at-risk joints--slow the progression of
degenerative arthritis. Yoga classes and
moderate weight lifting programs are
excellent ways to improve strength and
flexibility. Bodywork can also provide
relief.

If arthritis is slowing you down, get
serious with your exercise plan. Consult
your physician; work with a professional
trainer, physical therapist, yoga
instructor, or bodyworker; and start a

gentle, progressive exercise program.
Your joints will reward you for it, and
you'll free yourself from arthritic pain.

You enter the holiday season with the
best of intentions -- looking forward to
time spent with family and friends,
decorating, shopping, baking. But as
soon as you pile holiday activities on top
of an already busy life, you're likely to
find yourself relating more to Ebineezer
Scrooge than Martha Stewart.

Consider these five suggestions to keep
holiday stress at bay:

1. Determine a Shopping Budget
For many, gift giving is an important
part of the holidays, serving as a way to
express love and appreciation for friends
and family. But when the credit card
bills arrive in January, you may discover
you've extended your holiday stress well
into the New Year. Plan your budget in
advance, determine what you can spend,
and stick to the plan.

2. Create a Time Budget
Many will make a shopping budget, but
what about making a time budget?
Before accepting every invitation this
year, decide ahead how many parties you
can and want to attend while
maintaining your sanity. Make choices
about your time commitments based on
what you'd really like to do this year,
rather than what you think you should
do or what you've always done. Don't
forget to leave time for yourself.

3. Set Food-Intake Boundaries
You'll likely  be tempted to eat in excess,
and don't be too hard on yourself if you
don't stick to your pre-holiday eating
standards. But do decide ahead of time
just how much you'll deviate from your
eating routine.

4. Stick to Your Exercise Regimen

Regular exercise is a powerful stress
buster. You'll feel better, sleep better,
avoid weight gain, boost your immune
system, and maintain a positive outlook
about yourself. While it may seem like
an easy time concession to make, don't
give in to the idea. Stick to exercise, and
you'll thank yourself for it.

5. Take Time to Rest
Take time from your schedule to honor
the cycles of the season. The holidays fall
during winter solstice -- the shortest day
of the year. Learn from nature, and get
plenty of rest.



Get a Massage
for the Health of
It!

November is here!  I hope everyone had a fun Halloween.  I
had a nice amount of Trick or Treaters so luckily I don't have
too much left over candy!
In this month's newsletter I have selected a few articles that I
hope are helpful to you.
"What Massage Can Do For You: Beyond Pain Relief,
Massage is Valuable for Preventive Care"  I know firsthand
the value of regular massage not only for my clients but for
myself as well.  Massage helps you stay flexible, increases
circulation, and reduces stress.  Be sure to include massage
in your wellness routine.
"Managing Arthritis: Exercise and Bodywork Keep Joint Pain
at Bay" along with regular massage staying active is the key
to keeping arthritis pain away.
"Easing Holiday Angst: Five Stress Busters for a Joyous
Holiday Season" here are a few simple steps you can take to
help you enjoy the holidays more.  #5 Take Time to Rest is
very important for me, I need to take time for myself so I can
be my best for others.
Have a Happy Thanksgiving Everyone.  I hope you have a
wonderful holiday!

Joe Linn Massage
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